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Marcel Proust (1899) 1,000 Free Audio Books: Download Great Books for Free 800 Free eBooks for iPad, Kindle & Other Devices Colin Marshall hosts and produces Notebook on Cities and Culture and writes essays on cities, language, Asia, and men’s style. You can also donate to Standard Ebooks to help fund continuing improvement of this and
other ebooks. As a previous review mentions, the collection is incomplete, but what is present now works as it should. The developer, 288 Vroom LLC., has not provided details about its privacy practices and handling of data to Apple. The lack of screen rotation is a bit of a letdown, especially for iPad users whose stands are almost guaranteed to be
designed strictly for a horizontal orientation.Update: Serious ProblemThe app was perfect for some offline reading but since the last update that ad tries to load regardless of whether there is an internet connection or not when the app is loaded and intermittently during reading. Narrated by the first-person voice of Dr. Watson, they involve him and
Holmes solving a series of mysterious cases. By the way: For the case-book, the copyright will expire between 2016 and 2023 (see sherlockian.net). The more donations we receive through May 8, the more chances we have to win! This is a great time to join our Patrons Circle with a one-time donation of $100. Whether you may download these texts is
decided by your local copyright regulation laws: United States — If U.S. copyright law applies to you, you may download neither the “Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes”—and the short stories contained in it—nor “The complete Canon” at the beginning of the list (since it also contains the case-book). Now you, too, can find out, without even having to
spend the ten dollars, let alone go to the antique store. I still remember the thrill I felt when I happened upon a set of the complete Sherlock Holmes stories at an antique store. Allows a glimpse of history through the real world environments that frequently serve as backdrops for the cases tackled by Doyle’s daring detective. Especially one like that.
If in doubt, please consult the Online Books Page. Read the full change history. This ebook is only thought to be free of copyright restrictions in the United States. Still enjoy them." - USA - "Really enjoying the stories and the ease of use of this app!" - USA - "Very entertaining!" - USA - "Awesome app brilliant collection of some of the best crime
thrillers ever written." - UK - "This app is simply magnificent, it's easy to use, perhaps a little too simple if you asked Mr Holmes, I jest, this has to be my absolute favorite app." - Australia **And Many, Many More Rave Reviews - BE SURE TO CHECK THEM OUT FOR YOURSELF**#1 Top Paid Book App In MANY Countries Around The World! *****
Stories Include ****** A Study in Scarlet * The Sign of the Four * A Scandal in Bohemia * The Red-Headed League * A Case of Identity * The Boscombe Valley Mystery * The Five Orange Pips * The Man with the Twisted Lip * The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle * The Adventure of the Speckled Band * The Adventure of the Engineer’s Thumb * The
Adventure of the Noble Bachelor * The Adventure of the Beryl Coronet * The Adventure of the Copper Beeches * Silver Blaze * The Yellow Face * The Stock-broker's Clerk * The "Gloria Scott" * The Musgrave Ritual * The Reigate Puzzle * The Crooked Man * The Resident Patient * The Greek Interpreter * The Naval Treaty * The Final Problem * The
Hound of the Baskervilles * The Adventure of the Empty House * The Adventure of the Norwood Builder * The Adventure of the Dancing Men * The Adventure of the Solitary Cyclist * The Adventure of the Priory School * The Adventure of Black Peter * The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton * The Adventure of the Six Napoleons * The
Adventure of the Three Students * The Adventure of the Golden Pince-nez * The Adventure of the Missing Three-quarter * The Adventure of the Abbey Grange * The Adventure of the Second Stain * The Valley of Fear * Wisteria Lodge * The Cardboard Box * The Red Circle * The Bruce-Partington Plans * The Dying Detective * The Disappearance of
Lady Frances Carfax * The Adventure of the Devil's Foot * His Last Bow 48 Sherlock Adventures All In One App? It contains a lot of references and examples, and a mass of links to copyright information for many countries. It's Elementary!Download it NOW!! Aug 18, 2017 Version 10.0 This app has been updated by Apple to display the Apple Watch
app icon.Updated for iOS 10 Love the formatting of the book pages. Some of the more well-known stories in this collection are “A Scandal in Bohemia,” in which Holmes comes up against a worthy opponent in the form of Irene Adler, whom Holmes forever after admiringly refers to as the woman; “The Redheaded League,” involving a bizarre scheme
offering a well-paid sinecure to redheaded men; and “The Speckled Band,” in which Holmes and Watson save a young woman from a terrible death. Needs improvement: The ad on that opens up automatically can slow things down and could easily give someone the wrong impression when you open the app. So many modern adaptations — all those
television series up to the BBC’s new and expensive-looking Sherlock, the early CD-ROM computer game, Hayao Miyazaki’s steampunk animation Sherlock Hound, Guy Ritchie’s Robert Downey Jr.-showcasing Hollywood films — have convinced us we “know” Sherlock Holmes, which makes it all the more fascinating to investigate, as it were, the
original literature. Developer Website App Support 105,131 words (6 hours 23 minutes) with a reading ease of 80.62 (easy) № 3 in the Sherlock Holmes series. You might want to take a look at the “U.S. edition” canon instead: This contains everything except the case-book. It may still be under copyright in other countries. Make a one-time donation!
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes was the first collection of Sherlock Holmes short stories Conan Doyle published in book form, following the popular success of the novels A Study in Scarlet and The Sign of the Four, which introduced the characters of Dr. John Watson and the austere analytical detective Sherlock Holmes. What about Sherlock
Holmes stories had got them so hooked that they could successfully demand a resurrection? However you choose technologically to experience the Sherlock Holmes canon, I recommend taking it on chronologically, beginning with the 1887 novel A Study in Scarlet — less a mystery, to my mind, than the scary tale of a murderous Mormon sect — to
1927’s “The Adventure of Shoscombe Old Place,” Holmes’ final Conan Doyle-penned adventure. If you’re comfortable with technology and want to contribute directly, check out this ebook’s GitHub repository and our contributors section. Europe — For all countries in the European Union, copyright seems to expire 70 years after the author's death,
thus it should be legal to download all the texts from there (see the Online Books Page). Gives the feel of reading an actual book. Each one-time donation of any amount to Standard Ebooks through May 8 gives us one entry in this $1,000 giveaway. These days, especially given the recent ruling (just re-affirmed by the Supreme Court) that
Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories “are no longer covered by United States copyright law and can be freely used by creators without paying any licensing fee to the Conan Doyle estate,” you can download the complete Sherlock Holmes canon in a variety of ebook formats, from PDF to ePub to ASCII to MOBI for Kindle. Will you show your support
for free, beautiful digital literature? I look forward to the addition of the Casebook. In addition to this thrill, I also got a few surprises: first that all of those stories combined — the stories that made Holmes and his assistant Dr. John Watson into household names of nearly 130 years’ standing — fit into two not-especially-large books; second, that
Holmes solved his mysteries not just in 56 short stories but four novels as well; and third, that many of those short stories and novels differed intriguingly in tone and content from my expectations. Follow him on Twitter at @colinmarshall or on Facebook. Canada — The copyrights expired 1980 (see sherlockian.net). The developer will be required to
provide privacy details when they submit their next app update. For a mere ten dollars, I acquired handsomely bound, suitably patina-of-age-bearing editions of each and every one of the sleuth of 221B Baker Street’s adventures that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle ever wrote. Full Text Archive — Free Classic E-books 48 Sherlock Holmes Stories by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle adventures all in one beautifully designed iPhone app!Be sure to see ratings and reviews for ALL versions.48 original Sherlock Holmes Stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle adventures all in one beautifully designed iPhone app!AppStore Reviews… - "Love this app! I read these many years ago, the annotated edition. Somewhere in the
middle — in 1893’s “The Final Problem,” to be precise — Holmes’ creator tried to kill the beloved detective off, but the reading public would have none of it. If you’re not located in the United States, you must check your local laws to verify that the contents of this ebook are free of copyright restrictions in the country you’re located in before
downloading or using this ebook. Not only does the latter break the reading experience but worse yet it makes the app entirely useless without an active internet connection and I am not about to burn through data to maintain a hotspot for an ad. The chapters are smooth- flowing. The collection contains twelve stories, all originally published in The
Strand Magazine between July 1891 and June 1892. No typos either. Thank you! The latest update corrected my problem opening the Hound of the Baskervilles, and the page breaks are much more even. A reasonably designed reading interface. 3 days left to help us win $1,000 022 entries Our fiscal sponsor, Fractured Atlas, is celebrating the twentyyear anniversary of their fiscal sponsorship program by distributing $1,000 to twenty different projects. Bonus: Below, you can listen to The New Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, an old-time radio show that aired in the US from October 2, 1939 to July 7, 1947. He’s at work on a book about Los Angeles, A Los Angeles Primer. Not only will your
donation support us directly, but it’ll give us one more entry in this big giveaway. Anyone can contribute to make a Standard Ebook better for everyone! To report typos, typography errors, or other corrections, see how to report errors. If you prefer listening to reading, Librivox has made available three different versions of Sherlock Holmes in
audiobook form.
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